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Aims and objectives for today’s session

● Explain LO1 of the finance module
● Provide some teaching and learning resource 

ideas
● Answer any questions on LO1



Course handbook



LO1 - two parts

1. Accounting purposes

2. Categorisation of income and expenditure in accounting



LO1 - 1 Accounting purposes
What types of accounting are there?

Why do businesses have to follow strict accounting guidelines? Why is it 
important?

Who might be interested in the accounting information?

What would be the consequences for the business of ignoring accounting 
information and guidelines?





Accounting purposes



Student task idea



Activity - Interactive teaching methods
Show a youtube clip to introduce the concept, for example one of these

YouTube video 1 - purpose of accounting

Youtube video 2 - purpose of accounting

Youtube video 3 - what is accounting

Brainstorm ideas with students

Add a sticky note to the jamboard 

Add ideas to a flipchart

of use a different interactive method

Jamboard 
or flip 
chart 
paper

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYlo9tAtibU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MI9b6CMNgRY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sCH7u1xHsX0


Jamboard example

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1goW7JQfu3iP9dZP1ILFi86HrFO1mLS-2VGaU-Vl8JQQ/viewer?f=0


LO1 - 2 Categorisation of income and expenditure in 
accounting
1. Categorisation of income and expenditure in accounting

- Capital income
- Capital expenditure
- Revenue income
- Revenue expenditure

Students need to know the difference and be able to place examples into the 
categories. 

Link to previous topic by explaining that ‘accounting’ records different types of business 
transactions, the above are the categories of transaction that might happen.
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Important

Students need to understand that different types of income and expenditure have 
different effects on the business finances.

For example:

Capital expenditure - buying a new van

- This will affect the ‘statement of financial position’ (swapping money for a 
non-current asset) but not the profit of the business

Revenue expenditure - using electricity

- This will reduce the profit in the ‘statement of comprehensive income’



Consolidate LO1 with a simple business example

Explain five reasons why keeping accurate accounting records is important for 
Jake’s business.



Useful videos on this topic

�Capital & Revenue Income
�
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgIojU9HQfE&index=24&list=PLBuW3
SAj0djly2MaKyOzL4cnmeaPbEJj1

�Capital & Revenue Expenditure
�
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FcqGMwX8YUc&list=PLBuW3SAj0djly
2MaKyOzL4cnmeaPbEJj1&index=25
�http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6aAG4cNDRwo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgIojU9HQfE&index=24&list=PLBuW3SAj0djly2MaKyOzL4cnmeaPbEJj1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgIojU9HQfE&index=24&list=PLBuW3SAj0djly2MaKyOzL4cnmeaPbEJj1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FcqGMwX8YUc&list=PLBuW3SAj0djly2MaKyOzL4cnmeaPbEJj1&index=25
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FcqGMwX8YUc&list=PLBuW3SAj0djly2MaKyOzL4cnmeaPbEJj1&index=25
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6aAG4cNDRwo


Creating student resources for finance

Depends on your school and their resources

I have been using a lot of of paper handouts up to now but 
have to change my practice due to COVID19 restrictions and 
online learning this year.







Creating student resources for finance

Good online formats to use for activities in accounting:

Google presentations (for introducing a topic)

Google docs (shared for teamwork or individual ones)

Google sheets (for anything with numbers)

Jamboards (for brainstorming ideas and previous knowledge)

Quizlet (for revision cards)

Kahoot (for checking learning in a quiz format)
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Let’s play a Kahoot!
Kahoot quiz on LO1

https://create.kahoot.it/details/purpose-of-accounting-and-types-of-income-and-expenditure/4c55ff9c-89ad-4d9e-a4e2-fcce25dd74ee


Conclusion/Summary
● Two parts to learning outcome 1 

1. Accounting purposes
● Have an engaging starter - YouTube video on ‘accounting purposes’
● Gather ideas about ‘What accounting is? Why is it important in business? 

Different types of accounting?’
● Confirm correct answers with students

2. Categorisation of business income and expenditure
● Explain the four categories
● Give students a business example with income and expenses to categorise



THANK YOU

ANY QUESTIONS?


